
BODES OF HADES – POWERS OF HELL 
Part, the Seventh 

12 August 2012 – 24 Av 5772 
 

 Akurians, a point we all need to pay attention to:  Our conference-call rooms are open at 9:45PM 
Eastern, 8:45PM Central, 7:45PM Mountain and 6:45PM Pacific – FIFTEEN minutes before the start of 
any BLAST, Training or Business.  Please attempt to be IN before the hour as late interruptions interfere 
with the forces, energies and powers.  Some work schedules simply will not permit 100% on-time 
arrivals, and if you're in past the hour:  just go on MUTE and do not interrupt whatever is in progress.  
We've had a few in the past who perpetually arrived "fashionably late" until I dismissed them from the 
Corps on grounds of "incompetent self-glorification" rather than charging them with abject demonism.  
There are no living survivors from those dismissals.  We'd rather have you in late than not at all:  
because we need your FirePower regardless of WHAT we're into at the time. 
 
 Akurians, pull up your HAARP Maps. 
 
 We've got a long way to go, and we're going to learn to DISCERN our entire body and Spirit 
beings BEFORE we begin to take on the Demons of the Deep in their own Domain!  The process next is 
to be performed PRIOR to each and every BLAST, Training and Business Session.  Not only will you 
bring a whole lot more FirePower into our gatherings, you will have a whole lot more FirePower in your 
day-to-day doings, whatever they are; and save us a lot of time and energy we could – and should – be 
applying to our endeavors. 
 

FULL BODY SPIRITUAL SCAN 
FULL BODY SUPER SENSE 

 
 AKURIANS – CLEAN YOUR HANDS: 
 DISCERN your hands, as they are, where they are. 
 AKURIANS – CLEAN YOUR FEET: 
 DISCERN your feet, as they are, where they are.  Shoes on or off doesn't matter. 
 Visualize a SQUARE of WHITE SPIRITUAL LIGHT on the bottom of your big toes – both 
of them at the same time and balance your BRAIN-ENERGY.  You're going to need this quick and 
simple, but very powerful ability, before this lesson is over and from now until Shiloh. 
 Take a deep breath or two, hold in the intake and do not leave your lungs empty.  It will only 
take a breath or two for this exercise – but at some point you may need to charge yourself with as many 
breaths as will be required.  Some of you may feel a bit light-headed or clear-minded:  THAT is what 
you're looking for and it should occur almost instantly. 
 DISCERNMENT – THE FACE: 
 Remember, the RIGHT side of your face, even if you're left-handed, IS energy-connected to those 
bodily areas with respect to the EXTERIOR and to the exclusion of the INTERIOR!  The LEFT side of 
the face is energy-linked to the INTERIOR of the organ to the exclusion of the EXTERIOR.  For this 
practice of DISCERNMENT, you are going to need both hands and a few minutes to perform the 
procedure.  Breathing is the same as practiced before:  Deep breath in – hold for a count of five – 
exhale and breathe back in NEVER leaving the lungs empty. 
 You are going to cover both sides of your face – right and left.  What you are going to do is 
contact virtually all your FACE-HEAD Spiritual Energies at the same time, and DISCERN them.  
Nothing more.  DISCERNMENT – not jackass.  You are NOT going to attempt to read individual 
Chakras; you're going to read them ALL as a point of Spiritual Recognition and Knowledge.  Deep 
breath in – hold for a count of five – exhale and breathe back in, NEVER leaving the lungs empty.  



You should use no more than FIVE breath procedures to effect a Mind-Spirit Connection.  It's not more 
powerful, it's more cognizant:  and cognizance is the Key to perpetual DISCERNMENT! 
 
 Akurians, prepare to ENERGIZE YOUR ENTIRE HEAD! 
 The process is very precision and cannot be deviated even in the slightest.  You will charge both 
hands with WHITE SPIRITUAL LIGHT and then using the same practice you just used, cover your 
face with both hands, ENERGIZE that WHITE SPIRITUAL LIGHT into your head and fill it as 
completely as possible. 
 You have one minute to complete the process. 
 
 Now we get to FULL BODY DISCERNMENT. 
 There are POINTS, minor-chakras if you must, the TWO most important being right in the arm 
pits.  In fact there are such, and near-similar, Spirit Energy points in the FRONT of every joint; elbows, 
fingers, hips, toes, and the most confusing:  the knees – where they are in the BACK as that is the 
direction the knee bends.  Whichever direction the joint permits normally, the CLOSE side is the Spirit 
Energy point.  Learn to read the less-flexible joint systems, and the complex systems will be a lot easier.  
Don't ignore them, but don't run off half-cocked over them either.  Because they can bend in virtually all 
directions, the neck and backbone are VITAL and very sensitive – hard to read in great detail initially – 
and are absolutely CRITICAL in our DISCERNMENT as they emit Spirit Energies in all directions, in 
all frequencies, all the time. 
 
 Akurians, when I command, and not before:  we're going to take full cognizance of our entire 
physical body – paying special attention to its many energy points and systems in addition to the Chakras.  
With your newly ENERGIZED head, make a BODY OF LIGHT as per normal, and leave it inside your 
body, not even extending out as far as your clothes. 
 You are going to CHANGE this BODY OF LIGHT as you proceed to DISCERN your own body 
in its entirety.  Now that you are properly CLEANED and ENERGIZED, you will make another disc of 
WHITE SPIRITUAL LIGHT just above your head; and move it DOWN through your body, head to 
feet, slowly as necessary to READ and DISCERN all those Spiritual Energy points, LOCATING them at 
this time.  Most of them will sparkle as the disc WHITE SPIRITUAL LIGHT moves through them.  
At some point we'll take greater notice of the brighter points, but for now don't dwell on them.  Your 
BODY OF LIGHT will make some very drastic changes using the energies of that disc of WHITE 
SPIRITUAL LIGHT as you proceed:  and DO NOT prevent any part of that.  Let it do as it will. 
 Once you're finished, THAT new and far-more-improved BODY OF LIGHT is the one you will 
keep, need and use from now on as your SUPER SENSE!  Outside of you, it's vulnerable.  Inside of you, 
it's impregnable.  And you've just made it ready to do the kind of DISCERNMENT that will prevent 
Lord Lucifer at his every attempt:  IF YOU DO IT AS I HAVE INSTRUCTED! 
 
 Akurians, prepare: 
 Make a disc of WHITE SPIRITUAL LIGHT to move down through your body. 
 DISCERN and READ everything as you proceed.  Don't hang up on any given Energy Point as 
you can go back a DISCERN it in more detail at any time.  It's a head-to-feet procedure.  You're going to 
need the information and the accuracy of the information.  It will take a few minutes to run this FULL 
BODY SPIRITUAL SCAN. 
 You have one minute to complete the process. 
 
 Akurians, on my command: 
 Proceed. 
 



 Now that you know how to CLEAN and PREPARE you can run this FULL BODY SPIRITUAL 
SCAN as often as you wish – I recommend you do that as often as possible.  From now until Shiloh, all 
Instructionals and Invocations will begin with this FULL BODY SPIRITUAL SCAN.  Properly done, 
this FULL BODY SPIRITUAL SCAN shouldn't take more than one minute.  Some of you will observe 
various colors of light, yellow being the most prevalent as yellow is the mind/brain energy that turns 
whiter and whiter as you progress.  Light smoky blue-grays are common, revealing emotional stability; 
the darker the more unstable; the lighter the more stable.  Eventually it too will turn to white as you grow 
Spiritually. 
 Next we're going to make another BODY OF LIGHT, just like your FULL BODY SUPER 
SENSE and ENERGIZE it for our next operation. 
 
BEFORE WE PROCEED, ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS? 
 
 Akurians, now you should have a FULL BODY SUPER SENSE.  Keep it right where it is and 
prepare to make another BODY OF LIGHT by the same process. 
 ENERGIZING a BODY OF LIGHT is a simple as filling the disc of WHITE SPIRITUAL 
LIGHT with AKASHA, AIR, FIRE, WATER and EARTH before you move it down through your 
physical body. 
 We're going to do some things with the second BODY OF LIGHT, but it must be as CLEAN, 
ENERGIZED and PRISTINE as your SUPER SENSE.  Prepare to make a second BODY OF LIGHT and 
CHARGE and ENERGIZE it.  This process is slightly different than we've done before and will just about 
double the sensitivity of this new BODY OF LIGHT should you need to send it for any other Spiritual 
purpose.  Follow my instructions AS I GIVE THEM!  There are specific and dedicated changes in the 
procedure. 
 
 Akurians, on my command: 
 CLEAN your hands; 
 CLEAN your feet; visualize a SQUARE of WHITE SPIRITUAL LIGHT on the bottom of 
your big toes – both of them at the same time and balance your BRAIN-ENERGY. 
 CLEAN and ENERGIZE your head; 
 Make a new BODY OF LIGHT inside your physical body; 
 Make a disc of WHITE SPIRITUAL LIGHT, and CHARGE and ENERGIZE it with 
AKASHA, AIR, FIRE, WATER and EARTH while it is still inside your physical body; 
 Move your CHARGED and ENERGIZED disc of WHITE SPIRITUAL LIGHT down 
through your BODY OF LIGHT and CHARGE and ENERGIZE it from head to toe. 
 You have one minute to complete the process. 
 
 You should have a fully CHARGED and ENERGIZED SUPER SENSE and a fully CHARGED 
and ENERGIZED BODY OF LIGHT.  If not, let me know immediately. 
 
 Akurians, stand your CHARGED and ENERGIZED BODY OF LIGHT out from you at any 
close distance.  This is the BODY OF LIGHT we're going to use in an overt act of WAR!  The minor 
change in procedure is critical to this particular BODY OF LIGHT … and needs to be. 
 
 Take cognizance of your SUPER SENSE … Remember, NEVER send this SUPER SENSE out 
of your body! 
 Now, using your SUPER SENSE clear everything but INCOMING energies … specific to your 
assigned HAARP installation … whatever is there, let the energies tell you.  You will note some degree of 
mis-operation, but certainly not enough.  We intend to cure that.  We intend to disrupt every operation of 



whatsoever nature in each and every HAARP installation regardless of where it's located or it's level of 
command in the HAARP organizations. 
 Note via your SUPER SENSE the extended reaches of the HAARP installation chambers.  How 
far do they go; which are the main corridors … to main intersections … to other installations.  Who/What 
are the authorities in charge … their location … staff, management, facilities … let the energies tell you. 
 
 HAARP Assignments: 
 Command Marshal Budagher = HAARP China 
 Command Marshal Shams-Avari = HAARP United Kingdom 
 Supreme General Schipul = HAARP Area 51 – Nevada 
 Staff General Clark = HAARP Long Island – New York 
 Brigadier Malone = HAARP Gakona – Alaska 
 Brigadier Siler = HAARP Peru 
 Brigadier Meinke = HAARP Puerto Rico  
 Colonel Davis = HAARP Brazil 
 Colonel Riggs  = HAARP Australia 
 Major Martin = Eiscat HAARP Norway 
 Major Kilpatrick = HAARP Japan 
 Doreen McCaul = HAARP Russia 
 Weldon Brinson = HAARP India 
 
 I will take: 
  = Australia Defense Radar 
 
 Now that you have data about the place … this is your intended target. 
 
 Akurians, clear all other considerations from yourself: 
 Send your CHARGED and ENERGIZED BODY OF LIGHT into the Sun and fill it with every 
deadly force and energy you can muster:  especially Black Fire; but this time BIND those energies to this 
ENERGIZED BODY OF LIGHT!  Now that it's virtually too poisonous to even approach, take all the 
available ELEMENTS present in the Sun, AKASHA, AIR, FIRE, WATER and EARTH and BIND them 
to this ENERGIZED BODY OF LIGHT. 
 
 Fly this ENERGIZED BODY OF LIGHT to your assigned HAARP installation and all its 
SUBTERRANEAN tunnels and chambers you just DISCERNED, and release it to be an avenging 
monster killing and destroying everything there.  All you have DISCERNED is its TARGET BASE 
and it has no other purpose than to slaughter and destroy continuously, minute by minute, hour by 
hour, day in and day out, from now until Shiloh. 
 It may take some of you a few minutes, but make sure you do it as I instructed.  Add nothing, omit 
nothing. 
 Let me know when you are finished. 
 
 Akurians, you have just made and released a GOLEM that's hell bent on slaughter and destruction 
until YOU and YOU ALONE retrieve it.  How long it will last and how much hell it will inflict depends 
entirely on how well you PRACTICED and followed my instructions.  It cannot stop; it cannot slow 
down; it can only kill and destroy as directed.  When and if you ever retrieve it, take it back into the Sun 
and just let it go.  There is no other force nor energy that can even weaken this GOLEM; and it can only 
again become a part of the Sun from which it came. 
 
BEFORE WE PROCEED, ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS? 



 
 Akurians: 
 WARNING!  THOSE WHO HAVE NOT PRACTICED OVER THE PAST FEW WEEKS 
AS I HAVE INSTRUCTED – LEAVE THIS TRAINING FOR YOUR OWN SAFETY – AND DO IT 
NOW!  DISSOLVE THE BODY OF LIGHT YOU MADE A FEW MOMENTS AGO INTO THE 
ETHERS FROM WHICH IT CAME. 
 
 THOSE WHO REMAIN, PREPARE YOURSELF FOR THE FIRST DELIBERATE MASS 
DESTRUCTION SINCE THE ANUNNAKI INSTIGATED THE GREAT DELUGE! 
 

STOP  ALL  RECORDING! 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

Do not copy below this line to any not present regardless of the reason. 
 
 Akurians, answer the Muster Call. 
 
 Akurians, those of you that remain in this company are for now and forever FORBIDDEN to even 
discuss what you are going to learn and do with any other entity not present.  DO NOT communicate any 
of these things in any manner to anyone else not present under any conditions. 
 Give me a moment to clean these lines of all monitors and disrupt all recording devices and 
systems. 
 
 For those present at last instruction:  you are going to make an IMMORTAL GOLEM bound and 
dedicated to directed DEATH and DESTRUCTION of all enemies of Akuria.  DO NOT deviate from my 
Instructions in any detail whatsoever; add or delete one whit and this monster is going to turn on YOU 
simply because it exists!  It initially knows only YOU and what you CHARGE and ENERGIZE it to do – 
which is to slaughter and destroy.  This is going to be a raging monster that only knows DESTRUCTION 
and its target whether living or inanimate.  It serves no other purpose of itself. 
 The IMMORTAL GOLEM you are going to make will be permanently attached to YOU and your 
THOUGHT patterns!  Anything you determine to be an enemy of Akuria or Akurian Justice, all you need 
do is command – verbally or mentally – it's name … That's right … without a proper name this 
IMMORTAL GOLEM is powerless. 
 As explained last week, know for a fact:  the main cause Kak Jews lost control over their 
thousands of golems is because they either did not properly name them, did not create them so control 
could be passed on – just like this one and the one you made last week cannot – or they failed to pass on 
the correct names to whoever they intended to inherit the GOLEMI!  As I instructed:  Control of this 
IMMORTAL GOLEM cannot be passed on, leaving any and all responsibility for abuse upon your own 
head to the exclusion of anybody else.  As with every other deliberate action, THAT comes with a 
personal responsibility:  FAIL to send your IMMORTAL GOLEM to raise proper hell as justified, and 
that FAILURE is upon your head too. 
 
 Akurians, on my command: 
 Prepare to make another BODY OF LIGHT and CHARGE and ENERGIZE it. 
 CLEAN your hands; 
 CLEAN your feet; visualize a SQUARE of WHITE SPIRITUAL LIGHT on the bottom of 
your big toes – both of them at the same time and balance your BRAIN-ENERGY. 
 CLEAN and ENERGIZE your head; 
 Make a new BODY OF LIGHT inside your physical body; 
 Make a disc of WHITE SPIRITUAL LIGHT, CHARGE and ENERGIZE it with AKASHA, 
AIR, FIRE, WATER and EARTH; 



 Move your CHARGED and ENERGIZED disc of WHITE SPIRITUAL LIGHT down 
through your BODY OF LIGHT and CHARGE and ENERGIZE it from head to toe.  Take hard 
notice of those points that LIGHT UP as you move the disc, and take a minute second to DISCERN 
what that Energy Point is about:  It's a signal of the STRENGTH of this given BODY OF LIGHT! 
 Stand your CHARGED and ENERGIZED BODY OF LIGHT out from you at any close 
distance. 
 You have one minute to complete the process. 
 
 This additional notice of the STRENGTH of this given BODY OF LIGHT will become critical in 
time as you will learn to make all points the same strength because you are going to need it! 
 
 Clear all other considerations from yourself; do exactly WHAT I tell you, WHEN I tell you 
without any deviations or interruptions whatsoever:  you are going to make an IMMORTAL GOLEM!  
Remember, any GOLEMI is permanently attached to its Creator – in this case YOU – for as long as it 
exists; and a properly created GOLEMI can travel faster than the speed of light without moving backward 
in time:  just like your thoughts from which it was Created.  They do not need a Sun Link of any kind.  
Sun Links restrict them … always remember that. 
 
 Akurians, send your CHARGED and ENERGIZED BODY OF LIGHT into the Sun and fill it 
with every deadly force and energy you can muster but in this order and on my command:  AKASHA, 
FISSION, FIRE, BLACK FIRE, WATER, FUSION, AIR; … and now absorb as much Fire of the 
Sun itself into this ENERGIZED BODY OF LIGHT … and BIND those energies to be manifest in 
EARTH!  While this IMMORTAL GOLEM is still in the Sun it's under your infinite control –  keep it 
there until I instruct you to move it.  This IMMORTAL GOLEM is different than the one you made last 
week and must be handled accordingly! 
 This ENERGIZED BODY OF LIGHT is now an IMMORTAL GOLEM and must be 
named!  To name your GOLEMI while this IMMORTAL GOLEM is still under your immediate control, 
visualize the essence and energies of these three words:  AKURIAN FIERY DEATH! with an 
exclamation mark on the end.  Fuse those energies and the words AKURIAN FIERY DEATH! into your 
IMMORTAL GOLEM as its name and its sole and exclusive duty and responsibility.  This IMMORTAL 
GOLEM is intended as its name clearly identifies, and other than movement – being able to go wherever 
it's sent – it cannot perform any other task than its name implies.  Nobody else but YOU has any control 
or influence over this IMMORTAL GOLEM – not even another Akurian, including me.  Because 
currently YOU are True and Righteous, this IMMORTAL GOLEM is True and Righteous; even if YOU 
fall into total demonic jackass this IMMORTAL GOLEM will remain True and Righteous. 
 
 Akurians, on my command: 
 Return your IMMORTAL GOLEM to this earth and stand it a short distance from you! 
 Endow it with Truth and Justice! 
 Endow it to recognize any and all energies, forces and powers! 
 Endow it with infinite energies, forces and powers that it cannot be resisted or defeated! 
 Name it again - AKURIAN FIERY DEATH! – in this earth! 
 In your thoughts, inform it to roam this planet wherever there is passage and living entities 
to slaughter, slay, denigrate, disrupt and destroy all Demonics, ExtraTerrestrials, Manipulators, 
Traitors to and Deviators from the Constitution of the United States as a Holy Document, Marxists, 
Communists, Fascists, Socialists, Progressives, Journalists, Publications, Politicians, Priests, 
Preachers and other liars and all their advocates and supporters whoever they are and wherever 
they are located! 
 
 Akurians, prepare to release your IMMORTAL GOLEM; 



 Now with these words: 
 "AKURIAN FIERY DEATH!  AKURIAN FIERY DEATH!  Slaughter and slay all enemies 
of your Creator, and spare them not!  Go where I send you!  Immediately find and target all 
enemies of Akuria!  Without any mercy or consideration of mercy whatsoever:  slaughter, slay, 
denigrate, disrupt and destroy all Demonics, ExtraTerrestrials, Manipulators, Traitors to and 
Deviators from the Constitution of the United States as a Holy Document, Marxists, Communists, 
Fascists, Socialists, Progressives, Journalists, Publications, Politicians, Priests, Preachers and other 
liars and all their advocates and supporters whoever they are and wherever they are located – as 
their own energies identify them – and spare them not! 
 "AKURIAN FIERY DEATH!  AKURIAN FIERY DEATH!  Go now, go where I send you:  
over the whole earth and all the chambers therein. 
 
ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS? 
 
 Note for now and forever:  DO NOT under any conditions compose any directive for any 
IMMORTAL GOLEM using colloquial language or terminology.  Be as clear and specific as if your 
instructions were to be judged in court of law where win-or-lose depends solely upon correct and explicit 
English.  What you intend and what you Charge or Invoke are TWO different things, so be sure to be as 
exacting as possible of what you're telling any GOLEM to do.  You'll note there are no restrictions 
whatsoever on Demonics, ExtraTerrestrials or Manipulators.  All the others are pretty much Earth-Bound, 
those THREE are not; but found anywhere in our vicinity, even if by energy attachment, they will be 
attacked just like the nearest socialist. 
 And note something of great interest:  this IMMORTAL GOLEM will continue to haunt 
wherever you emplace it; like an avenging ghost!  Sometimes it will be seen, even photographed.  It will 
always be a damaging and destroying entity in these chambers.  It will never stop.  Each of these 
installations will be known among those who work and live there as 'accident prone' or some such 'hell-
hole' description.  Faulty equipment, rampant failures, unexplained 'incidents' along with unusual and 
higher-than-the-norm health issues will become major – and very expensive – considerations.  And this is 
just a sample of what we have in-store for the socialist bastards. 
 
 For those who have now been through this procedure, you can make as many IMMORTAL 
GOLEMI as you want:  just do NOT give any two of your own the same name.  You will need to keep a 
name list, written and kept private – AND NOT ON YOUR COMPUTERS!  It's good advice to write 
your whole scenario down – names, purposes, targets, et cetera, and THEN make the GOLEMI – to 
prevent forgetting which was made for what … And NEVER reveal that information to anybody until you 
pass it on IF you pass it on. 
 In the coming sessions you will further DISCERN yourself, energizing and using Power Points 
within yourself and increasing your overall FirePower with each and every PRACTICE regardless of the 
particulars.  It won't matter whether you're making BODIES OF LIGHT, DISCERNING some jackass in 
the news, or throwing a Ball of Hell into some jerk simply because they exist. 
 This last part of this Instructional should give you a very big insight into the Practices of 
Demonology as performed and ritualized by the Masonic Lodges, Knights of Columbus and Temple 
Israel; who do these things empowering via Lord Lucifer rather than The Most High.  Obviously, there is 
no excuse for their Demonology except to satisfy their own preferred evil.  Make sure you study this 
Instructional and understand it thoroughly BEFORE you begin making more GOLEMI of any nature, let 
alone those as dangerous and destructive as these we have just set upon the HAARP installations of the 
world. 
 
 These IMMORTAL GOLEMI are but the beginning of Horrors we will deal with.  Lord 
Lucifer is never easily intimidated and seldom frightened.  He is a long way from invulnerable but 



he's NEVER has his measure taken by any amateur, hallelujah halfwit or otherwise.  He is a force 
to be reckoned with and only a few Akurians are capable of the duty. 
 
ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS? 
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